Motivated by the problem of minefield detection, we investigate the problem of classifying mixtures of spatial point processes. In particular we are interested in testing the hypothesis that a given dataset was generated by a Poisson process versus a mixture of a Poisson process and a hard-core Strauss process. vVe propose testing this hypothesis by comparing the evidence for each model by using partial Bayes factors. We use the term partial Bayes factor to describe a Bayes factor, a ratio of integrated likelihoods, based on only part of the available information, namely that information contained in a small number of functionals of the data. We applied our method to both real and simulated data, and considering the difficulty of classifying these point patterns by eye, our approach overall produced good results.
Introduction
\Ve investigate the problem of comparing competing models for spatial point process data.
In particular we are interested in the hypothesis the data were generated by a
Poisson process complete spatial randomness) versus a mixture of a Poisson process and an inhibited process. The motivation behind this methodology is the problem of minefield
detection. An aerial view of a possible minefield has been imaged. This image is processed into a set of object locations. Each object is either a mine or can be considered to be clutter or noise. The mines are assumed to be laid out in such a way that two mines are unlikely to be close together.A hard-core Strauss process is one way to model this inhibition. The noise points are assumed to be located randomly throughout the study region. The inherent difficulty of this problem can be seen in Figures l(a), l(b), and l(c). This is a problem where the human eye offers few visual cues, yet statistical techniques can produce surprisingly good results.
The problem of comparing a simple model for inhibition or clustering versus complete spatial randomness was considered by Diggle (1983) and Cressie (1993) . The problem of classifying mixtures of spatial point processes was tackled by Raghavan, Goel, and Ghosh (1997, 1998) . Their approach was to develop a supervised pattern recognition scheme using functionals based on nearest neighbor distances, second order statistics and spatial tessellations. We propose comparing the evidence for each model directly by using partial Bayes factors. \Ve use the term partial Bayes factor to describe a Bayes factor, a ratio of integrated likelihoods, based on only part of the available information, namely that information contained in a small number of functionals of the data.
In the following sections we describe the spatial point process models we use and formulate the minefield problem as a hypothesis testing problem. We briefly review Bayes factors and define partial Bayes factors in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss possible summary statistics one could use. Results of applying our to simulated and real data are presented in ::>e(~tlcm 6 and are
area of region. \Ve will consider each event to be one two "noise events" and "mines". Let N be the total number of events, no be the number of noise eVlcnIS.
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VVe shall condition on the number of events, ,and the study region, A, 
Noise process
As was mentioned in the introduction, the noise events are considered to be scattered randomly throughout A. Under the hypothesis that no minefield is present, and given that we are conditioning on the number of events in A, the distribution of Y is uniform over AN, i.e.:
VVe call this a uniform process, and we denote it by Y rv Uniform(N, A).
Minefield process
The mines are assumed to be spread evenly over A. This implies that the minefield process displays inhibition. A simple model for an inhibited process is the Strauss process (Strauss 1975; Kelly and Ripley 1976 
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Given the problem of obtaining the normalizing constant for a Strauss process, this sum is extremely difficult to compute. 
If good prior information about the number of mines and inhibition distance is available, then the independence assumption of the first prior may be reasonable. However, given that we are conditioning on the study region, A, and the total number of events, there exists a constraint on the maximum separation between two events and the total number of mines in A. Diggle (1983) 
In other words the Bayes factor is the ratio of integrated likelihoods. The Bayes factor provides evidence for one hypothesis over another. Kass and Raftery (1995) To obtain the estimated density function P(X I e}j) , Hi)' we simulate 100 point patterns from Hi with parameters e}j), and calculate their summary statistics. Let these 100 summary statistics be denoted by Xi(j). A standard density estimation procedure, such as kernel density estimation (Silverman 1986) , is then applied to Xi to obtain P(X I e}j), Hi)'
Obviously the selection of X is important. We discuss choices of X below. Note that nowhere do we assume that X is univariate. A bivariate or higher dimensional statistic may give better discrimination between the hypotheses. However, this may lead to excessive computation as density estimation in more than one dimension can be difficult.
Summary Statistics
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Nearest Neighbor Distances
The empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the nearest neighbor distances between all events is given by:
This function can highlight differences in small-scale interactions between different point process models. A similar function to G(d) is F(d) , the empty space function. This is the CDF of the distance of an arbitrary fixed point in A to the nearest point of the spatial point pattern. RGG recorded the minimum, the mean, the coefficient of variation, skewness and kurtosis of GO N' and JF(.) N' as well as the ratio G(·) N jJF(. Lv'
Second Order Statistics
The K-function, (Bartlett 1964; Ripley 1976 Ripley , 1977 Cressie 1993, Ch. 8 ) has been used extensively as an exploratory tool for the analysis of point patterns, in particular their second order statistics. For a spatial point process of intensity A, it is defined as:
K(d)
A-I E (# of events within distance d of an arbitrary event).
An estimator that corrects for edge effects was given by Ripley (1976) : Isham (1984) showed that in the plane the K-function for the Strauss process with~f = 0 is approximately:
For this process, dearly there is a change in the K-function at the point p which defines the inhibition process. Even for the K-function of a mixture process, we expect a change in the behavior of the estimated K-function, since it is a mixture of the inhibited K-function and the uniform K-function. We can estimate p by:
which we use as a summary statistic. 
Spatial Tessellations

Simulation Study & Data Analysis
We performed a simulation study to assess the performance of partial Bayes factors in minefield problem. The simulation study is a simple factorial The two factors we considered were: the number of noise events, no, and the amount of prior information.
Various other factors could have been considered, including the number of mines, and the inhibition distance. The parameters used in the simulation study are given in Table 2 . We shall refer to the different noise levels as being high (no = 50) or low (no = 30).
Typical realizations of each of these spatial point processes are shown in Figure 4 . As one can see, neither of these point patterns is easily distinguished by eye from a realization of a uniform process.
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Priors
We decomposed the prior distribution on p and rn in the following way. 
Edge Effects
Both of the above statistics can suffer from edge effects. Edge occur because events near the boundary have fewer neighbors than events in the central part of the study area.
We accounted for edge effects by generating all point patterns on a region with a border.
Thus, instead of generating a point pattern with N events on the unit square, we generated
.96 x events on (-0.2,1.2)2. The factor 1.96 is the ratio of the areas of the two regions.
Results
vVe simulated 100 point patterns on the unit square (accounting for edge effects as described above) under each hypothesis, and for each value of no (i.e. a total of 400 datasets). We calculated the partial Bayes factors for each dataset using both summary statistics, X K and Xv, and the prior distributions given in Table 3 . The partial Bayes factors are calculated in terms of evidence for HI over H o . The integration was performed using simple numerical quadrature. The misclassification rates are given in Table 4 . From this table we can see that the total misclassification rate (assuming that each hypothesis is equally likely a priori) was 22.5% for the partial Bayes factor based on the K-function, and 25.5% for the partial Bayes factor based on the Varona! tiling. While these total error rates are similar, the partial Bayes factor based on X K was more successful at correctly classifying minefields than noise processes. The opposite was true of the partial Bayes factor based on Xv. As one would expect, an increase in the amount of (correct) information contained in priors improves the discrimination in both cases.
The histograms of these partial Bayes factors are shown in Figures 5, 6 , 7, and 8. These plots are summarized in Tables 5, 6 , 7, and 8. The results for each statistic may be summarized as follows: .
, , • Under HI, the partial Bayes factors typically range from positive evidence for HI to weak evidence for H a . The median partial Bayes factor is again approximately 1.7 in favor of the correct hypothesis.
• Under H a , the evidence for H a typically ranges from weak to positive.
• There is a negligible negative effect in the performance of the partial Bayes factors due to the increase in noise. The partial Bayes factors calculated based on X K and X v for each of the three priors are shown in Table 9 . vVe can see that the partial Bayes factors based on X K provide weak evidence for the minefield hypothesis. Since the mines are not actually laid as Strauss process this result is reasonably good. In this paper we investigated the feasibility of using partial Bayes factors to classify mixtures of spatial point processes. vVe limited our attention to two different summary statistics on the basis of which to calculate the partial Bayes factors. One summary statistic was based on the K-function, and the other on the Voronol tessellation. We performed a simulation study, and found that partial Bayes factors based on both statistics provided good discrimination between the competing hypotheses we considered. We also applied our method to real minefield data and found the the statistic based on the K-function was more successful at detecting the minefield in our dataset.
Minefield Data
A previous approach to this problem using a supervised pattern recognition scheme based on summary statistics of the point pattern was developed by Raghavan, Goel, and Ghosh (1997, 1998) . Our approach has the advantage of providing a natural framework within which to include prior information about each competing hypothesis, which can be very useful in this kind of application when it is available.
Our approach is motivated by the problem of having a statistical model from which we can simulate data, but which has a likelihood that is difficult to evaluate. The task of parameter estimation in this setting was investigated by Diggle and Gratton (1984) . Their approach was to use simulated realizations from an 'implicit' statistical model, and kernel estimation, to estimate the log-likelihood function and then to maximize this function via a modified simplex algorithm.
More recently, Harshman and Clark (1998) used a simulation based ma..ximum likelihood method for estimation of parameters in a sperm competition model. As in our method, they reduced the data to an approximately sufficient summary statistic. In this paper we have limited our attention to the problem of classifying spatial point processes. However, the partial Bayes factor methodology is clearly applicable in other situations.
